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GAIA

To an Apache Lady
by Angela Elliott
Apache Lady,
I remember you saying
"I'm going to die when I'm sixty-eight."
And did you?
You had everything in hand,
including your tall son, middle-aged,
across the aisle
in the shuttle bus to Denver International.
We would be flying soonI to the East,
you to Apache lands in Arizona.
Robust, compact, electric,
you were full to spilling
of your life-your plans.
How did we come to talk of Geronimo,
whose name you spoke in Spanish, reverently?
And how did we get around to grizzly bears?
You smiled in assent
at the prospect of their return to these states.
Squinting, you softly said,
"It's their land, too."
You seemed to hold their rights
as dear as your own,
which you could command so well
that you could make that judgmentsixty-eight is a proper age to dieimplying your embrace of death as oflife.
I listened, carried beside you
toward that self.chosen hour,
when your bright living
would be consummated,
your acquiescence fulfilled,
Apache Ladyleaving me to remember
and to smile.

Come with Me
by Anna Sirota
Come with me to a place
Far away and secluded
We'll be one and one
Entwined by bodies polluted
Fly with me to a city
In the distance unknown

We'll be one and one
Bound by a wilting soul
No beginning, nowhere to start
Rain doesn't clear the filth from our hearts
Busy streets don't silence the echoes of our cries
Come with me; release the sin in your eyes
Follow me down a road
Free of fog and shadows
Haunted by past illusions
Struck by life's poisoned arrows
Walk with me into a realm
Unknown and strangely sane
With the Earth's sole creation
Bearing no history of shame
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This Feeling
by Janelle Money
What is this feeling I can't explain? When it comes, it pulls and tugs
on my love vein
Mmm, this feeling is heart warming and tender; this feeling is the one
I will always remember.
It's a feeling I get when I see your smiling face; it's a feeling when
you warm me with your loving embrace,
Mmm, it's a feeling when I know you care, because you say you miss
me an hour after I was there.
This feeling gets stronger when I'm in your arms, and when I kiss
your lips it sparks a charm.
It's the feeling when I know you're mine, and even though I don't
know your feelings, you show some signs.
This feeling makes me cry because you're not here. And this feeling
hurts when you shed tears.
This feeling leaves me thinking of you every day, and when I'm
down I think of you, because you're the only way.
This feeling makes me smile because it feels great, and this feeling is
love, which you always create.
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Energy for Myself
by Robert Frail
Boundless, this vast empty heap, how perfectly empty ...
Yet to fmd myself-fated from the beginning to poverty aloneRicher than they who crawl after sullied cups and bowls.

Simple chores now enrich me as I sing under a load of firewood;
My nondescript existence fills my nights with dreams of plentitude.

Some weeding here and there, and even the pulling out of roots,
Is never enough work; there must be more shredding and tearing.

Seeing what fate brings, who can live with concern?
Hot and cold pass away equally, and absence returns like a gong.

My wife's family came this morning and took me to their family plot.
There, flying wings pass over the headstones, and the older names and spirits
Rest in comfort, as long as the grass is tended, and unknown flowers
Come to the grave after some dark journey elsewhere.

Build no gravestone, plant no trees--just let the days and months pass
And let an Irish Priest come by to invoke a cosmic joke-that would
Be refreshing indeed. Why invite songs of praise now,
When I have avoided them my whole life through?

Death is a deep trouble, nothing more.

Snakes and Kelly
by Virginia Hanish
I have to write my cousin a letter. I have to tell her I'm really sorry that her
father died. The problem is that she also just graduated from high school, so I
have to congratulate her at the same time. She doesn't live around here
anymore but I'm really proud of her. I'll graduate in three more years, from a
different high school. I bought this card last week fro her; a real bright one
with big silver letters smeared across the blue front of it. I love finding a good
card. I loved finding this one. I thought she'd like it and I wanted her to think
I was clever enough to know what she'd like even though we really don't hang
out anymore. Now it's the dumbest card I ever bought. In the store it was
perfect and now I can't even write in it. All I can think about is her whole life
and how different she must feel. I'm not clever enough to know how she feels.
I never really did, just wanted to I guess.
\Vhen we were little, her family lived nearby and we played outside almost
every day when the weather was good and even sometimes when it wasn't. We
would cross the street and go down to the river to this bridge. We would go
under it and often wonder if we were going to see that troll guy from The Billy
Goat Gruff Story. Anyway, one summer there was a snake there. I was always
scared of them, but not Kelly. The thing was laying on this tiny snake-ledge it
had found in between two rocks that made up the wall of the bridge. The rock
ledge was about two feet off of the ground and the snake stood out against the
gray stone because of its weird green-yellow color. It looked like a piece of
ribbon somebody dropped. It wasn't a big snake and I think I knew it wouldn't
hurt me, but I got scared anyway. I made a great big deal about it, screaming
and yelling and everything. A troll wouldn't have bothered me, but a snake
made me lose my mind. I wouldn't move past it, I felt like I was stuck in a
sleeping bag and somebody had sat on me. Scared. Kelly took a big rock and
chucked it at the snake. I don't know how she did it but the thing fell down
onto the dirt. She must've hurt it because it kept jerking around which made
me jump about nine miles backwards. It moved kind of like it was crazy or
forgot how to move in that sneaky snake way I hate. I stopped being scared
and just got curious. It was really hurt. I started getting upset and told Kelly to
stop. You know that feeling when you know you did something selfish and
hurt somebody? It's worse when that somebody is really surprised that you did
it. She said she had to kill it now, so she kept hitting it until it was in all these
little mashed snake pieces. She got all out of breath and serious. Her hair was
getting sweaty and sticking to her face like popped bubble gum but she didn't
stop until it was defmitely dead.
We walked home in the July heat earlier in the day than usual. We were both
pretty sad and she told me I'd understandwhen I was older about stufflike
that. I really think she's smart but I thought that was stupid because she was
only
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twelve years old and I was nine. I wished I'd been tougher that day. I don't
think we ever talked about it again.
Kelly is a little older than I am so she has always been teaching me about
important life stuff. She says things like, "You have to fmd your own way and
be yourself and that means no copying her or anybody else." Then she told me
to, "Remember to stay that way no matter how many things happen that hurt,"
or if I start to "not believe I'm a good person or something." She said I
"shouldn't change for people, instead let them figure me out." She told me
when my dog died a few years ago that I had to cry until I felt the pain move
all the way through my body, sob until I gagged, until my throat cramped up
and my chest was tight like I'd just been swimming for ten miles. I did, too. I
laid down on that dog's bed and cried for as long as I needed to. All her
yellow smelly fur stuck to my teary face and I kind oflaughed, because I
thought maybe the dog and me looked alike for a few minutes. It helped a lot,
like my sadness muscles were all worn out and satisfied. Kelly really knows
what to say sometimes. I still miss my dog, so I know I won't give her that
same advice. She does things differently than she tells me to, I think. When
she is upset about something, for instance. She used to say she would scream
as loud as she could in her mom's car when no one could hear- just to hear
what happens to her voice. She told me that this gets air to other parts of her
lungs and makes her feel better. I pretended I understood exactly what she
meant, and said it was such a good idea. I told her I would try it sometime but
I never did.
I remember when we went to the grocery store together when I visited her in
Delaware. What a time that visit was, with all the pro-wrestling on TV, and
karaoke in restaurants. I stayed for a week. During the week we went into this
regular store and she tells me how it makes her nervous, how the people have

this look sometimes, like hidden anger. They wrinkle their foreheads up and
sigh a lot. They don't want to, but they look like they're driving these little
min-cars with the rage people have on the street only they're in a store so they
can't hide behind the car. So, in grocery store people put on a very quick,
"Have a nice day! I'm so happy to be here!" face if they thing you caught
them being hateful. So quck you can hardly believe it. Like face-changing
magicians. When really their kids are out of control and they can't find
something that should be right in front of them. I told her I hated going to
grocery stores too, but that wasn't really true. I kind of understood what she
meant but the people really don't bother me so much. I was just at one last
week buying that stupid 'Congratulations on your achievement!' card. I feel
like grinding it into the driveway with a rock it's so stupid. I don't even know
if she's going to college because we hardly ever talk anymore. I feel dumb for
even buying it. She would have known I was trying to impress her, she always
knows stufflike that about people. So here I am in my room trying to write
this letter to her, trying to sound smart, and sad, and happy for her all at once.
If it were me she'd know what to say. If it were my dad that had a heart attack
at work she would tell me just what to do. Maybe not though, maybe this is the
time when my cousin Kelly wouldn't have the words to make it make sense,
even to her. So here I am still sitting here like this, trying to find some words
for her while my own feelings of grief and guilt replace my jealous ones.

It's Life
By Becky Miller
It's the inevitable shard of gravel in your sandal,
It's the test you don't think you can handle.
It's the sun peaking around the clouds to shed warmth
on a cloudy day,
Making those goose bumps go away.
It's the rain falling freely when you have to park far away,
And the fact that you're late, and you have no good excuse to say.
It's the way you feel when you hear your favorite band,
Or the way you feel with your feet warm in the sand.
It's the way you feel when you know you've messed up,
Put your foot in you mouth and decided it would be best just to shut up.
It's the wind playing a sweet melody through the chimes,
And meeting your baby sister for the first time.
It's saying goodbye to your family who live far away,
And not quite knowing the right words to say.
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RECONDITE

The Question
by Patricia George

Reverse the clock
Prevent me from asking
The question
Now that I've learned
The answer
Yes
Given with a smile of satisfaction
Insensitive and cruel
The gesture
Deliberate
As your left hand cups your chin
Casual and taunting
The revenge
Sweet
Until you realize what it is you win
Final and sharp
The silence
Eternal
As the reality of what we have lost sets in
How unfortunate
I wasn't rendered speechless
Before the question could begin

Silence
by Anna Sirota
She stepped out of her quiet hostility, outside of her quiet house and
walked down the dimly lit road. An eerie fog hovered over the small town and
the wind whistled softly in the night. All of the lights were out in the happy
homes on her street. All the children were sleeping and the mothers were lying
still in their beds, listening to the monotonous snores of their husbands. Prozac,
valium, and ambien were lined up on their bedside tables, prescribed by the
local family doctor. A bottle of whiskey or scotch, whatever he preferred, hid
beneath the neatly folded underwear in the dressers by the window.
She knew that everything was organized, tidy, and perfect. Everything
had its own special place. She remembered the way her mother used to scurry
around the house, making sure everything was just right for her father's arrival.
She knew that dinner would be on the table by seven, hot and delicious. She
knew that if it wasn't, there would be a price to pay. She had a vivid memory
of her mother, gray, frail and frightened like a little mouse. She would come
home from school everyday to a plate of fresh baked cookies, a tall glass of
milk, and the smell of fear on her mother's breath. Sometimes they would sit
together and talk before he came home from work. As soon as the front door
opened, her mother's eyes glazed over with dread and all the dreams they
spoke of evaporated.
It was the fifth anniversary of the day that everything changed, the day
that her mother had finally given up. She remembered the empty liquor bottle
fly across the room, shattering on the freshly lacquered parquet floor. She
remembered the desperate pleas and the angry screams. She remembered
sitting in the hallway closet, her little hands pressing hard against her ears. She
thought it would never end. But it did. Soon, a group of uniformed men
stormed into the house and took her father away. When they found her they
were puzzled by the delicate smile on her face. She didn't ask questions or say
anything at all. She didn't protest when the woman in the black suit took her by
the hand and led her away. She didn't speak to anyone or utter a single sound
for a very long time.
Silence became her peace. It became her liberation, her escape. If she
kept her lips shut, there was nothing to be afraid of. If she hushed her voice,
there would be no more harm. When spoken to, she acknowledged words with
a soft nod and a subtle smile. She never cried. She never laughed. She never
asked for help and did everything on her own. She obeyed the rules of her new
home and ignored the sadness that loomed in it. She waited patiently for the
next big change to come her way.
The childhood games she played no longer sufficed. Loneliness
overpowered peace and she tried hard to fight it. She was saddened by the fact
that she was stronger as a child than she was as an adult. The thick skin she
developed withered away quickly, raw tender flesh taking its place. She still
walked steadily, with her head held up high and proud. The illusion of

confidence was better than none at all. She kept on walking further
away from her new life, patiently waiting for all the memories to fall asleep in
her head. She waited for her father's face to disappear, for her mother's
screams to die down. She waited for all the noise to fade away.
But the blast of silence was cacophonic. Every creak, crack, and
whistle echoed in her bones. Every drop of rain burned her skin and singed the
hair on the back of her neck. Instead of feeling alive, she felt vacant. A
reawakened shape emulating the long departed.
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My Primrose Paradise
by Denise J. Bellini
The ginger colored teddy bear, the teacup made of fme china,
the private diary,
worn down yellow number two pencils that rest,
like the tired fmgers of a scribe.
Plaid flannel bathrobe, red fuzzy slippers,
warm comforter made of down,
oil painting of a winter scene that relaxes
aesthetically, like a mild sedative.
Four poster colonial bed, soft and deep pillows,
my grandmother's heirloom rosary,
The cloth collage of a favorite saint who keeps guard,
like an English Bobbie protecting the queen.
A Victorian lamp, white lace doilies, ten scented candles,
Unfolded black lingerie draped across the bed, awaits
like the metamorphosis of a monarch butterfly
Silk roses in a crystal vase, five Victoria's Secret perfumes,
framed photographs of my family,
a plant releasing oxygen through emerald leaves,
like the ruby blood pumping through the vessels of a heart.
The antique chair, a new silver laptop, the small brown desk,
a Shakespearean novel adorning the bookshelf like a god upon his throne.
The picture of a baseball star, the signed autograph, the black television,
a large tan wicker basket cradling stuffed animals,
like the woman who embraces the life inside this paradise.

Ask Yourself
by Meagan J. Martinez
I thought Barbie was beautiful, dressed her up in different clothes to impress
Ken.
She had a pink convertible, and a big house, where she made breakfast.
There wasn't anything for her to do in that house,
besides brush her long blonde hair
and rearrange furniture in the many rooms.
I looked different.
I never really thought I was pretty, but I dressed up in different clothes, and
modeled them for my guests.
I had a red tricycle, and a small playhouse, where I sat all day and dreamed.
There was a lot for me to do in that house,
Reading books and pretending
I could cast spells on my constant companion, the cat.
I thought the girls in the magazines were beautiful, dressed up in designer
clothes
to flaunt and dazzle.
They have perfectly curved bodies, and perfect bronze tans, and artistically
applied makeup.
They don't speak from the pages,
They don't have any imperfections,
They are the ideal.
I'm still different.
Sometimes I feel beautiful dressed up in jeans and sandals because I am me.
My body is not perfect, my skin is Irish fair, my makeup is hardly there.
I speak my mind,
I have imperfections,
I am real,
Defined by my mind and my heart.
Not by
My cup size,
Or my significant other,
Or a designer purse,
Or an art editor's airbrush.
If beauty is truth, then why do we live a lie?

Untitled
by Becky Miller
With every sunrise, I wonder:
What's it gonna be today?
Everyday is something different,
Life messed up in so many ways.
Sometimes I can hardly think,
Eat, Smell, See, or Hear.
It's then I think I'm on the brinkThings get too hard to bear.
But eventually the clouds that hamper my senses do wonder,
And then I get my chance.
The gears start turning and I ponder ...
·why wallow in this sick romance?
There is much more to this world,
Than sorrow, ignorance, and despair.
There's love, friendship and beauty in many things,
All you have to do is care.
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This was the last time I went to the dentist ....
By Joey No
M: Dr. Redfern's office, this is Michelle.
K: yeah hi, this is Kevin Me Gillan I was just wondering when exactly my
appointment is.
M: Mr. Me Gillan, you called twice last week and I called yesterday and left a
message to remind you, God.... What are you on drugs or something?
K: Wow that's probably the most inappropriate question I have ever heard. I
just want to know when to be there.
M: Well next time I will just pin it on your shirt when you leave.
K: You know if I didn't know better I would think maybe you were in with the
cops asking questions like that. You can't be though can you, it's illegal for
them to tap a medical office phone, shit I can pretty much say anything and
there is nothing you can do about it.
M: Now Mr. Me Gillan, we wouldn't do that to you, now would we?
K: I tell you what. I just got this sheet of acid, I can lick it and stick it on my
chest, then go assassinate your mother. Note that I said assassinate, I don't like
the word murder. It makes it sound like regular people get murdered but
assassinations are set aside for the elite few. Your mother is just as important
to everyone else and her demise will be a glorious bloodbath. Just give me a
time and date and I will tattoo it on my head. You know, so I don't forget, how
about that. My axe is right here and freshly sharpened, just give me the word
and I'm there.
M: I am going to hang up this phone right now and call the police.
K: o.k. Well before you do that could you please tell me when the**** my
appointment is tomorrow? Was it at two or something like that?
CLICK ...................................... .

Untitled
by Ben Nagel
The only thing you need to know now is not to worry,
If there is one thing I learned, it's nothing. (But nothing is something)
There are no rules (But that is a rule)
You're afraid of the future, (But we already live in it.)
You can't stand change (But the word is never different)
You don't believe in anything, (But that's what you believe)
You don't love anything. (But that's what you love, nothing)
There are certainly no words to describe how I feel right now
(But I just described it)
You just didn't know it yet.
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Snapshots of a Son-in-Law (from the perspective of an ex-future
wife)
by Cat Kyle

1. There were times when you rescued me from my soul
Holding your heart in my hands, I felt free
Promises of better days whispered on fluffy pillows
2. Mother says you're too young, age is just a number
Mother says you're too lazy, you have no ambition
Ambition does not always lead to contentment
Mother says you're a brainless twit
Yes, to a fifty-six year old woman you would be a moron
But, to me, you were perfect in every way I needed you to be
3.

In our world you always say the right thing
In our world you always know just what to do
In our world you always know when to comfort and when to back away
In our world your humor always makes sense
In our world your insight always has a bit of genius
In our world your tenderness is always seen as sincere
Only we live in our world

4.

Aliens to our world made me see things I didn't see before
I saw no problem supporting you until the aliens told me so
I saw no problem changing every dirty diaper until the aliens told me so
I saw no problem with being the other woman in my own relationship
Until my friends told me so
I saw no problem being stranded with an eleven-month-old baby until my
brain
Said, "WAKE UP!"
5.

For reasons I cannot explain I woke up one day
I saw you for all your faults and all of your negatism
I saw who I allowed you to make me become
I realized I made it okay for you to hurt us, not just me but our baby too
I accepted all that you did, I justified all that you did, I defend all that you
still do
For some reason I probably always will
6.

Even though you have moved on with your life I still have hope
That some day you will be the man you always promised me you would be
Your actions have made our child's family grow

Your actions have made him hate you, then like you and fmally love you
Your words have hurt more often then they have helped
My only hope is that life treats you better than you treated us
That your children will never pay for your mistakes
That some day you will learn from your mistakes
Every day I feel you slipping away,
I pray it is only in a figurative way
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Salt
by Meagan J. Martinez

In my tears, your skin and the sea, I can taste it.

It is acid that sears a hole through a small clump of speckled taste buds on my
tongue.
It makes my face contort with surprise and then disgust, and leaves my teeth
gritty.
It is deceivingly warm and pure- it disguises itself with a vain attempt to appear
sweet.

When it slips sneakily down my cheeks, it stains my skin, leaving pores
parched.
If I smile, I believe I might crack into a million particles of sour granules.
I feel it drop on my lips and seep through.
I lick them quickly and taste sadness coming full-circle.
It leaves me thirsty for the sustenance of simplicity.
When I kiss your skin it connects me to a primal urge.
It calls me back to the creation of sand and sky, and erodes the foundation I
believed I was firmly planted on for so many years.
It makes time irrelevant, with no distinct beginning or end.
Skin to skin, sliding and breathing, the merging of chemical compounds broken
down, peeling apart, released only by the dew of determined evaporation.
It pains all of the open wounds that lay unguarded- soaking through as a
volatile mixture of collapsing vulnerability and holistic cleansing.
It skims the surface of my body in the form of translucent blue liquid, heavy
with the weight of invisible mass, not knowing its immense pressure upon my
shoulders.
It saturates my hair and seeps through the channels of my mind with a flushing
confusion, erasing all semblance of sensibility.

A random baptism occurs, and all the memories of weeping, wanting,
whispering, flash in the blink of an eye- appear and disappear- yet you always
remain.
You are unwavering in your passion, unapologetic for what you call an
"acquired taste".

Love
by Becky Miller
Love is many things in one,
A word too often used,
It seems that everyone has been "loved"
This word has been abused.
When said without feeling behind it
It turns to something evil.
Yet said with a lover's heart and soul,
It can mean something beautiful.
So make sure that when you say, "I love you"
That you are not faking.
Because if you are make sure you know,
It's the person's heart you're breaking.
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The Paradox within
Oedipus Rex
by Clinton Ratzin
Throughout history, many people have based their lives on the
concept of destiny. On the other hand, many have also felt they are in complete
control of their future. In the tragic drama, Oedipus Rex, Sophocles shows how
both concepts can intertwine through the destiny pre-ordained by the gods and
Oedipus' acceptance ofhis responsibility. This in tum can be compared to the
Christian belief that God is all-knowing, yet humans were given free will and
thus are responsible for their own actions. Much can be said for such a
paradox.
The first time in which this paradox is evident is after Oedipus is told
by Creon that King Laios had been murdered. In hopes of discovering the
murderer, Oedipus calls for Teiresias, a seer to Apollo, to help locate him.
Unfortunately, Teiresias does not wish to aid Oedipus. He tells him, "What
does it matter! Whether I speak or not, it is bound to come" (195). By this
statement, one can assume that no one can stop whatever event is going to
occur. This represents part of the destiny that Oedipus will later accept. This
can be compared to Christianity in that Jesus foresaw certain events in his life
that he had no control over. Fortunately, he took the responsibility of dying in
order to save humankind. This represents the aspect of free will.
A second time in which this paradox can be seen is when Oedipus
visits the shrine at Delphi. Here, he asks the god if he is his father's son.
Instead of replying to his question, the god tells him of horrible events that will
occur. "He spoke of other things. "Some were clear, full of wretchedness,
dreadful, unbearable: as, that I should lie with my own mother, breed children
from whom all men would turn their eyes; and that I should be my father's
murderer'' (207). This indicates Oedipus' destiny. This can be compared to
Christians praying to God in order to fmd answers about events in their lives.
Whether or not their prayers are answered is a mystery in itself. The idea is that
humans have the ability to choose the actions they will take depending on the
answers they are given.
A third time in which this paradox is made evident is nearing the end
of the play. Oedipus, now well aware that he is King Laios' murderer, is
ashamed of his horrible destiny. "Apollo. Apollo. Dear children, the god was
Apollo. He brought my sick, sick fate upon me" (223). Oedipus is referring to
the fact that the god, Apollo, had placed this horrific destiny upon him. After
Oedipus asks Creon for help, Creon says, "I should have done that before now
-only, god's will had not been wholly revealed to me" (225). One could
compare this to Christianity in that many people have blamed God for there
troubles because he had known it would happen. At the same time, the person
has the free will to take responsibility for these events.
Therefore, it is possible for one to see how such a paradox can occur.
The fact that a higher being can give someone a destiny, yet they themselves

have the free will to take responsibility for their actions is indeed
confusing. In the tragic drama, Oedipus Rex, Sophocles shows how both
concepts can intertwine through the destiny pre-ordained by the gods and
Oedipus' acceptance of his responsibility. Even though Oedipus had no idea
that he would be King Laios' murderer, he accepts this truth and vows to leave
Thebes in order to end the curse that is plaguing the city. Sadly, this shows the
negative aspect to an already perplexing parad

Riding Starry Night- by Victoria E. Eckert

Laura's Switch.
by Frances Applequist
For most of her fifty years Laura Brentworth suffered from what she
called "Laura's Switch." At some unpredictable, but inevitable, point in every
conversation Laura flicked the switch that turned her listener from interested to
bored. The look on a listener's face would clamp down on her breathing and
her tongue, but always too late. Laura had considered inviting a psychic
institute to study the phenomena: but she felt certain that, at some point in her
explanation, the psychic would lose interest.
Grateful that her husband was at a weekend seminar, Laura slipped
into her black evening gown and took more time in front of the mirror. Her
auburn hair had begun to lose its luster, but still crowned her head and rested
on her shoulders in thick waves. Her large, deep set hazel eyes looked directly
out through a fair, unflawed complexion. Only the crinkling tissue around her
full lips, and the pull of gravity on her jaw hinted at her age. Laura didn't mind
a little age showing, because she thought of each year as a victory over all the
things that can shorten life. Tonight, she needed more than a victory over time;
tonight she needed a victory over herself.
While walking around the house to make sure the stove was off and
the doors were locked, she felt the pinch of the most awkward occurrences of
Laura's Switch: times when she tried and failed to stop talking, and flicked the
switch during singular opportunities to make an impression. Laura tried to
remember her achievements, but they only reminded her that awards and
publications had not helped her socially, because she always came to a moment
in every conversation when something in her-something biochemical,
something metaphysical, something just plain weird-flipped the switch and
sabotaged the moment. Laura never saw it coming, but she saw the moment a
listener's eyes glazed over with disinterest. If it happened tonight it would hurt
more than ever before. Tonight she needed a return on the compassion and
affection she easily gave to other people. Tonight Laura needed people to
overlook whatever she said that turned them off, and to find her worthy.
Laura checked to make sure she had everything she needed: the cell
phone that only received wrong numbers; the inhaler she only needed when she
couldn't get to it; an unusually full makeup bag; a garment bag to protect the
outfit for her performance; her spare stockings; and the bag with her dance
shoes. Coming out of the house, she heard a voice and looked across the street
where her neighbors were smiling and waving.
The husband called out, "You look beautiful!"
The wife added, "Lovely gown! Where are you going?"
Laura smiled and called back, "Dancing."
"Come for coffee tomorrow and tell me all about it."
Laura called back, "Sounds like fun, thank you," but her stomach
sank. She deliberately kept conversations with neighbors cryptic because
relaxed conversations over coffee lowered her guard and loosened her tongue.
Switching

off neighbors meant being trapped in close proximity with people who
knew her tedious side. She waved again and slipped into the car like slipping
into a protective cocoon. As she pulled out of her driveway and started toward
the far side of town, she remembered the way she had trivialized this event to
her family and friends. She had done it because she understood that what
meant so much to her would have to be less significant to other people by
virtue of being outside their central focus. She hadn't revealed the importance
of this night to anyone, because she did not want to see it smaller in anyone
else's eyes.
A few minutes later Laura pulled into a parking space behind the long,
low building that housed the event. She entered the back door and went down
the hall to the women's' dressing room. Through the walls she could hear
people socializing and dancing in the ballroom. Laura hung up her garment
bag, changed into her black dance shoes, re-combed her wind-ruffled hair,
enhanced her makeup to compensate for the low lighting on the floor, stuffed
her bags in a locker, and paused in front of the mirror. She was tall and had
been lean, but births and time had curved out her lines: so her v-neck gown
fitted to her slender waist, and then the brushed cotton moved out over her hips
and draped to her ankles. Conscious of slight sag under her arms, Laura
always wore sleeves-but she avoided puffs, fluffs, and flare.
Laura took a deep breath, left the dressing room, and eased into the
ballroom. She walked the edge of the dance space to the corner where the
people she knew best sat together. They asked about her husband, and she
replied, "Traveling." She didn't tell them that it was a trip he could have
cancelled, would have cancelled, if he had known how important this night was
to her. She didn't admit that instead of wanting to spend these special hours
with the husband who loved her, she wanted to spend them with less important
men who loved to dance with her.
"What about your children?"
"Unbreakable commitments," she lied. She hadn't told them, either.
In the ten years that she had been dancing, none of them had ever expressed a
desire to come to the school; it was just something their mother enjoyed
doing-like some people enjoy aerobics or going to a gym. Even if they asked
to see her dance, she would want them to come to a casual event and not to this
night of tuxedos, gowns, candle-light, and high expectations.
Millie's husband, Bob, asked Laura to dance a waltz and she whirled off
with him. The retired sheriff led gently but fmnly. His silver white hair looked
like a halo in the low lighting, and he smiled widely every time they mastered a
complex move. They had danced often over the years and knew each other's
rhythms. Their movements were effortless, so they could talk a little, but only a
little: just the right amount. When the song ended, Laura and Bob returned to
Millie at the table. Millie clapped for them and stood up to kiss her husband's
cheek. She had the small solid frame of a woman built for physical labor, and her
sharp intelligence flashed in her green-gray eyes.
Josef, one of the single men, invited Laura to Tango. They also danced
often, but Laura could never match his rhythm. They bumped knees and

she frequently had to shift feet because of a misstep, or stall to get back
in sync with him. It was extra difficult with the Tango. The tango puts partners
into intimate contact, and because she felt off-balance Laura had to work to keep
an inch of space between her body and his. When the music stopped, Josef-as
always and with genuine warmth-complimented her on her ability to follow
him. She thanked him for the dance, because sharing a Tango was sharing trust.
After the group had danced for an hour, Laura's instructor caught her
eye. Laura nodded and slipped away to the dressing room. In a privacy booth
she stripped down, rinsed, deodorized, perfumed, and then slipped into her
party dress. The red satin fitted to her waist, over her hips, and halfway down
her thighs; then it yielded to long folds of black lace, shorter in the front than in
the back. The same black lace covered her arms. After she dressed, Laura
stepped into the waiting area between the men's and women's dressing rooms.
Her instructor, Hugh Adams, greeted her with a wide smile and a hug. Hugh
stood tall with neatly-styled blond hair, crystal-clear blue eyes, and a classic
tux on his lean frame.
"You are beautiful," he smiled, and she knew him well enough to
know that he meant it.
She smiled, "I could not ask for a more handsome partner," and she
meant it as well.
One of the school's owners peaked in, saw them waiting and ducked
back out. Hugh extended his arm and Laura lightly placed the palm of her
hand over the back of his. "Our favorite dance, our favorite music," he sighed,
"we are going to have so much fun out there." She knew he meant that, too,
and she stretched to stand more erect. They heard the owner announce them.
Taking a deep breath and releasing it slowly, they flowed out onto the dance
floor. This was what the school called a spotlight: a performance by a student
and dance instructor that demonstrated a unique dance style or pattern. Laura
and Hugh had practiced this dance twice a week for almost three months.
From the speakers, Laura heard the first notes of Joshua Kadison' s "Painted
Desert Serenade," and all her fears and nerves disappeared. It felt as if the
songwriter had written this song just for her, and she glowed. At her side,
Hugh stood prouder.
Laura knew that the educated audience would hear the music and
realize that Laura and Hugh's rumba would be almost impossibly slow. As
Kadison sang, "You got me talkin' to the moon, you got me walkin' in the rain.
I Do you love, me, do you love me Lady Jane?'' Laura felt more than heard the
audience hold their breath through her more difficult transitions. As Kadison
sang, "I want to read your tea leaves by candle light./ On a fat velvet sofa, I
want to be with you all night" Laura felt more than saw the men's eyes
following her hips and the women trying to see how she made each separate
and distinct element flow together. Through it all Laura felt Hugh's
movements as though they were her own, and heard Kadison singing only to
her, "Can you talk a little softer, there are people in the room." Nothing else
mattered except the way the

music elongated her limbs, straightened her back, lifted her head, and
moved her.
With the last notes of the song, Laura and Hugh slowed to a final
pose: but he held her an extra beat, looking long and deep into her eyes, "I'm
so proud of you," he whispered. Then he stepped back at an angle and so did
she. He extended his arm and she gently placed the palm of her hand on the
back of his. That's when the room erupted in applause. The applause followed
Laura and Hugh off the floor and into the anteroom, where he kissed her hand
and then left her to go to his next student. As a female instructor brought her
student into position in the anteroom, Laura went into the dressing room and
sat down. Her friends expected her to change and come back out, but she was
afraid-afraid to say the wrong thing at the wrong time and replace this new
glow with old and familiar discomfort. All of her fears told her to end on the
high note and go home.
Laura listened to the music start for the next performers. There would
be two more spotlights and then the audience would become dancers, again.
Laura slowly changed back into her black gown. For the past few months she
had watched the other students coming and going for their lessons. Several
times she caught sight of their practice sessions as, over and over, they-like
her-painstakingly worked through the tiniest movement of ankle, wrist, and
form; again and again they had struggled to correct mistakes and improve
successes. Laura decided to go back out and sit with her friends. She would
applaud the other spotlighted students, and then spend the rest of the evening
dancing, because dancing left little room for talk.

Sylvan

Twitterpations of Spring
by Mary Ann Raimond
Twitterpation, exultation,
Birds bombard my feeding station.
Celebration, incantation,
Raucous, joyous, jubilation.
Sparrows, titmice, cardinals come,
Warble, chitter, chatter, thrum.
Heckling, pecking in their greed,
Flapping, tapping, yes, indeed.
Each according to its needOh my word, I'm out of seed.
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The Aquatic Serenade
by Denise J. Bellini
With outstretched webbed hind feet,
the maestro points his longest toe
and takes command. He is proud
of his fine sleek nose, bejeweled
by glistening sea green skin.
He wears a smooth, faint smile.
With water reflecting
his cream colored ventral, he hides
toxic secretions
that protect the adoring female groupies.
They lay the frogspawn
for a new progeny of maestros.
Nature's stage lights begin to vibrate
from a deepened tone. Its sound
frightens the choir. They dive into liquid safety.
Searching with huge gold eyes,
the maestro watches his prey. With eardrum
larger than his visual tools, he hears them.
Steady and careful, he leaps
and they are out of sight.
Pasted unto the unfurling muscular tongue
that delivers them into blackness,
like a ship's ill-fated voyage.
The unfortunate audience
came to hear the music.
The satisfied maestro
emits a deep, low belch
then admires
his bumpy greenish dorsal.
He crouches, he soars, and he retreats.

Cedar Ridge Camping Montaque - by Peggy Anne Vickers

Smile, teeth.
by Virginia Hanish
Many eyes and canines were fated for customary procession,
Out quickly and forgotten fast.
Pillow Money
Exchanged for their memory.
The subsequent soldiers placed in metal
Straightjackets.
The most painfully slow chess game:
Rooted bone pieces moving, shifting.
Quiet as a burning candle, you never complained.
You have been braced, chipped and bonded,
Always functioning, strong as rocks,
Through any assignment.
I applaud and I praise the muscle
You demonstrated under human pressure.
You have been thankless grinding machines
And still you show
Me the utmost respect.
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CREPUSCULAR

Banded Artistry
by Anna Sirota
Paint me a picture of a moon that smiles,
And stars that dance in the sky.
Kindle my spirits
With the stroke of your virgin brush.
I'll close my eyes and memorize the rhythm of your breath,
As you work to satiate my imagination
A writer's juice colliding with a painter's blood,
Giving birth to a work of art.
We'll sail over salty waters holding hands,
Infecting the earth with our banded artistry.
We'll fill the canvas with coruscating colors
And crooked shapes
You'll paint my words and
I'll narrate your iridescent hues.
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Traveling Road Show
by Denise J. Bellini

The bus stopped at the top of the lane and another passenger boarded. Like
the rest of us, she was sweating. Yet, she left a trail of rose scented perfume. I
had first noticed her dirty white Keds sneakers, but then I looked right at her.
My mother shoved my arm a little; a message for me not to laugh. But I
couldn't help it. Neither could the other passengers. The lady looked like a
clown from Ringling Brothers circus, or perhaps a traveling carnival. The
carnival must be coming to town and the lady is here to make the big
announcement. I looked up at her again. She was giving everyone a huge,
happy smile. The other passengers smiled back, but put their heads down. Not
me. I just kept looking at her.
Bubble Lady was the name I bestowed upon her. I named her that because of
the rolls across her chest and belly. The bubbles looked like they would burst
any minute. Maybe that's when the announcement would begin. She wore
navy blue shorts and a red knit tank top. They were old and worn, like her
smile was. Her hair looked like cola flavored cotton candy. Two huge circles
of red rouge glistened on her sweaty cheeks; reminding me of the cherry pie I
ate for dessert. Her matching red lipstick was smeared all over her mouth. I
guess I must have been getting hungry again, because it looked to me like she
had kissed a bowl of tomato soup. Then I noticed the bright blue eye shadow
that made her eyes look like fish swimming in the Pacific Ocean. I actually
began to feel a cool ocean breeze, as the door opened at our stop.
Maybe she wasn't a clown. Maybe she was just a lady who painted a happy
face on a sad life. Maybe she just didn't know any better.
I think of her sometimes, when I am applying my make up.
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Goodbye
by Patricia George

A thousand goodbyes
airports
letters
phone calls
doorways
notes left on my pillow
I never got used to saying goodbye
I forced you to leave me instead.
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For Dale
by Virginia Hanish
You and I shared a bedroom,
a bicycle, and our last name from Dad.
Morn dropped Hanish like a burning plate:
an effort to slam old doors.
She, our flawed hero, her wounded heart
jaded but warm like a peach in the sun,
is like you. Your son
received his father's last name. A man
with turbulent trends constructed that child with you.
A baby inhabited a mind almost hostile to it.
While your son was still living from your blood,
you sat in the middle of a nauseating mine field
deciding that you were too young, tears
teeming, you were a sinning hero fighting an army
of moral influences for weeks. Flat stomach:
a screaming reminder of a teenager's choices.
Then, a cancelled appointment, accepting the father's
name,
And a hopeful foray into parenthood.
Your marriage - a book
with few chapters and a hasty ending.
Our family-a platoon
of women and children with different last names.

The Bastard Children ofNew Jersey
By Joey No
Not north and guiedo
Not south and piney
Stuck in the middle ofboth these idiots without a stereotype to rebel against
Exits 117 to 105, we are the Raritan bay, where the Sandy Hook just seems to
crawl out of the ocean,
The forgotten area between the factories and the clean drudged, freshly painted
parts of the true shore with beach houses you wouldn't mind staying in, Point
Pleasant indeed ...
Lost in a void where no one can argue where we fit. Cluttered with forgotten
shore towns that went downhill in the late seventies, no one wanted to stop by
on vacation in the eighties, and decided to try to pick itself up in the early
nineties. Polluted and crumbling under the waves crashing up on the eroded
beaches protected by huge manmade rock walls. An area now getting so
expensive that the ones who stuck through the storm can't afford to stay.
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Pot Pie and Gatorade at Twilight
by Dean Bethea
"This thou perceiv' st, which makes thy love more strong:
To love that well which thou must leave ere long."
-Shakespeare, Sonnet 73

By the time I began third grade and my brother Tod second, we were
already veterans of Columbus High School football games. The Blue Devils
were my parents' passion. My mother taught history and was cheerleader
advisor at CHS, which was also Carson McCullers' alma mater, a fact less
important than the team's record any given year; my father was unofficial team
photographer, so we were granted unlimited sideline access. Even with a
capacity crowd, our ramshackle municipal stadium still hosted more rats than
spectators. A few blocks away sat the city's desolate public housing projects,
home to those African Americans not forced to live in the even bleaker ghetto
that most whites called "Niggertown," a term my parents never tolerated.
We also looked forward to Fridays at the stadium because of another seasonal
phenomenon: just before dusk great swarms of chimney swifts would rocket
from the vast smokestacks of an abandoned cotton mill nearby. But even more
astounding was watching the myriad birds - one of the world's fastest species
- wheel and career towards the stadium lights. The air there, fraught with
insects, was a chimney swift buffet, and the birds, tiny daredevils on a search
and destroy mission, gorged themselves in preparation for their approaching
migration south. I wondered what mystical capacity allowed them to race
across the violet sky in such dynamic harmony and then abruptly change
course without crashing into each other. Later I would learn that scientists still
have no idea what that secret power is.
But we learned about more than the avian world at that stadium: we
encountered a realm beyond the all-white crowd in the bleachers, we gained a
broader grasp of the society into which we'd been born, and we began to
understand how privileged we were simply to be white.
At our ages, Tod and I were bored easily, even by live football, and
so we would often mill around, searching for ways to entertain ourselves.
Using a wadded Coke cup for a ball, we would play football or improvise a
game of baseball, using our hands for bats. One night, while playing in our
favorite spot, an unused, dimly lit area between one of the end zones and the
parking lot's chain-link fence, I was stopped in the middle of my wind-up by a
whispered "Hey! White boys! Over here!"
Against the fence stood a group of five or six African American boys,
all about our age, waving us towards them. We went over hesitantly.

"You gots to let us in!" one of them implored.
A low concrete wall bordered the fence's bottom, preventing it from
being pulled outwards by would-be interlopers. However, it could be pulled
inward, which we did. The boys scurried under, escaping the attention of the
police officer who had been hired as security. Excited about the break-in, they
instantly treated us as though we were old buddies, slapping us on the back,
asking us our names. We learned that the ringleaders' nicknames were
Gatorade and Pot Pie. Pot Pie had earned his sobriquet because he was an
epicure of, an expert on frozen pot pies, while Gatorade was obsessed with his
namesake sports drink -luxuries their parents could rarely afford. My brother
and I had spent nights with our maid's family at her house, but we'd never had
African American friends our age. Most importantly, here was a group of boys
who wanted to play some serious football of the wadded Coke cup variety.
For the next two seasons, we waged epic battles at every CHS home
game. Each contest featured a different quarterback, with everyone else playing
wide receiver, a recipe for divine madness: we would veer around much like
the swifts above us, except for our frequent and spectacular collisions. Often
three or four of us would crash into each other, determined to grasp the Coke
cup "football" and run for immortal glory. Each play usually ended in a
tangled pile of laughing black and white bodies.
Once Pot Pie smuggled in a Whiffle Ball set he had gotten for his
birthday.
He couldn't have been more excited about the inexpensive toys if they had
been treasures from the tomb ofTutankhamen. None of us had played Whiffle
Ball before, and our inexperience was compounded by the dim light of our
hideout area. The ball was hollow and perforated with large holes and so
veered aroundJike a knuckleball from hell. We swung the bat madly at it, like
blindfolded, manic kids swinging at a birthday pillata. Because we dared not
draw attention to our fence scam, when tired we watched the "real" game unlike ours, always played by all-white teams- from the darkness just above
our play area.
Once our friends arrived at our meeting place loaded with the sizeable
harvest of a maypop expedition. Maypops, the fruit of the passion flower vines
that grow wild across the South, have served as projectiles in pitched battles
between boys of all races there from time immemoriaL On contact the small
pods explode with a gratifying, harmless "pop!" (hence the name), leaving only
a stringy web of seeds on the victim. I remember my father's bewilderment
when we returned to the sidelines after an especially heated fracas, our hair and
clothes festooned with the slimy seeds.
Our revels were ended one night by a young police officer, a
recent grad of Columbus High who had played offensive tackle on the football
team and who had had my mother for junior-year American history. He had
once accompanied one of the cheerleaders to the annual barbecue that my
parents held for the squad at the beginning of each season. He had been
pleasant and affable and for a while had thrown a football around with me and
To d. Because my own already sizeable bulk prophesied a future as a lineman,
I had identified

with and been slightly awestruck by him. Now he seemed impossibly huge in
his officer's uniform, and his twirling nightstick looked like a child's toy in his
massive hand as he walked towards us, peering through the dim light of our
play area.
Pot Pie, Gatorade, and their gang scrambled for the fence when they
noticed him and were crawling under it when the officer yelled: "Park it right
there, niggers! I want to see some damn ticket stubs pronto, too!"
Nothing in our friends' lives had ever provided any evidence of the
virtues of heeding white authority. In seconds they had all disappeared into the
humid darkness beyond the fence.
The police officer, my erstwhile hero, now towered above me and
Tod. "Good god, it's the Bethea boys! What in the hell are yall doing over
here? Not only playing with niggers, but gate-crashing niggers? I know yall' s
mama and daddy done raised yall better than that. Don't let me catch you over
here again, alright?"
I can't recall what, if anything, we said in response. I know my
parents spent a long time trying to assuage our tears and confusion and trying
to explain how such a "good boy" could talk and act like that.
Now I realize that our impromptu games, which were played a full
two years before a federal court order would fmally bring desegregation to
Columbus, took place not just in the literal dusk of fall evenings, in the
shadowy border between the illuminated stadium and the darkness beyond the
fence. Our no-man's land was a figurative one as well, a haven from a larger
world in which our friendship was untenable, impossible. We were playing in
the twilight of the old segregation, the detestable Jim Crow apartheid that not
only condemned our friendship but sent my brother and me home to a
comfortable house in a safe neighborhood while our friends returned to the
dismal, crime-ridden projects, "protected" only by officers like my mother's
former student.
Yet for two short football seasons, we came near wild heaven, an
alternative universe of our own devising.
Like the swifts, our friends would leave us at the end of each autunm
and we would be forced to confront the larger world, a world much harsher for
them than for us. And for years there would be no return to each other. And
when we did fmally encounter Pot Pie and Gatorade again, our friendship
would once more be riven by Columbus's all-white police force- and by
murder. But now Tod and I hoped that they would maintain as clear a sense of
direction and purpose as those migrating birds, that the world would not strip
them of their exuberance, of their accepting natures, nor of the creativity
exemplified by their very names.
But we would learn in the coming years just how bad the odds against
them were.
Now whenever I see swifts I think not just of determination, of vital
harmony, beauty and grace, but of transition, of migration in all its forms, of
the passage from one world to another- and of the dire human costs exacted
by that journey.

RAGNAROK

Build Everywhere
by Joey No
Build everywhere!
The rich have earned it.
Just move the masses to the polluted strip of land; we are
almost done with it.
They are expendable anyway.
Money is a big stick with a huge knot at the end.
The rest of us brought twigs to the fight.

The American Scheme
by Meagan J. Martinez
The church has a website, but don't worry, you can donate money there too, just
click on the smiling Jesus in the bottom left comer. Even a web page has a
pocket.
The SUV is parked sideways and its taking up two spots in the A&P parking lot,
but don't worry, the man driving it has one kid and a bunch of toys. Plastic needs
space too.
The gas station owner gouges prices while the another station is repaired, but
don't worry, it's only by ten cents. Sometimes even wealthy businessmen need to
refuel.
The weapons manufacturer designs new guns for new battles, but don't worry, he
gets his share of the profit. Killing is a lucrative industry.
The loggers clear-cut acres of land and hundreds of species vanish, but don't
worry, they'll find a new spot to live. They just need to move over and make
room.
The congressman wears an American flag pin on his lapel that's tarnished, but
don't worry, those colors don't bleed. And neither does his conscience.
The CEO cut thousands of jobs last year, but don't worry, it's the smart financial
decision he's required to make. And the yes-men agree.
The school superintendent implements the standardized tests in the hopes it will
increase his budget, but don't worry, his salary won't change. Students will just
be left behind.
Collection plates, a parking space, gasoline rates, more weapons created, land
degraded, politicians satiated, choices of greed, kids try to succeed.
The news on TV says its just me who feels this way, the patriot on the screen tells
me its all okay; they only show me what they want to portray.
But the same props on the stage appear every time, and the scene never changes.
The actors play the same old parts but take a bow entirely too often.
The bouquets are thrown and the applause echoes for repeat performances.
The curtain opens and closes, framing the destruction in royal purple velvet

What an elaborate production it is, how much thought must have been put into it.
But don't worry, people will eat it- in fact, they'll ask for seconds.
They'll eat until they're so full that they'll sleep, and think it was all a dream ...
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Amanda
by Virginia Hanish
That good head on your shoulders resembled
a car with the keys left in it.
Temptation and opportunity were your new frontier.
Unruly, you traded in complacency
for something red and faster. You were driven.
A thousand miles away I felt the brawn
of your aggressive new urban life,
letters charged with heady details
about your sensory and social college discoveries.
Your letters thick with the adventurous growth
of a transformed small town girl.
Then that long letter on yellow paper questioning
where you belonged. The one where you wrote
that you'd always be on my side
and never very far away.
Followed by the phone call from someone else.
You had driven too fast.
They say the car flipped over 6 times and you
Didn't feel it.
I feel it. Every time I try to break the things
I thing I might need,
Before someone else, can.

Society
by Becky Miller
There are many aspects to life for a child growing up today to consider.
However, society's influences on everyday life are far more obstructing than
any of the other elements in the life of any given child. Since before we were
born society has molded us. We were still in the womb when society
brainwashed our parents into thinking a doctor or lawyer equals success when,
in actuality, there is really so much more than that. It's not all our parents fault
though. For their parents too were molded to fit society's image of perfection.
Everything we do, including everything we eat, drink, wear, and the music we
listen to, is approved by the majority of society before it becomes a norm.
Everything is about the way things are supposed to be (according to society)
instead of what you look at them to really be. You are taught a certain way and
opinions are jammed down your throat from the time you learn to speak. As
you grow older it just grows more and more impetuous as people succumb to
society's dictations just for the sake of not dealing with the stress of being
persecuted as someone who is different. Someone with their own opinions and
points of view- instead of the more commonly found, "I'll do whatever he or
she does if it makes me normal," type of people- is considered to be weird.
There you have to think again, who judges what is normal or weird? Society.
Then there are those who feel as if they aren't regular people, creating
themselves as people who are not what society wishes them to be. However,
when it comes down to it, they jump on the bandwagon, ignoring the level of
oppression even this great country of America enforces upon us. Sure
conditions such as technology, shelter, and resources are better in this society
than in many others, but it also has to be considered that that is only because
society and the government conveys to the rest of the country everything that
they feel is necessary to live. Well, what about the people? What about what
they feel is necessary to live? Was this country not founded for the people?
Yet we are considered the stereotypical hick or redneck if we hunt and grow
our own food and not go to the supermarket and spend hundreds of dollars on
things that society tells us we need. Is this not our own choice? Why should
people be ridiculed for the way in which they choose to live their own life?
Well, because that's not what we're supposed to do in society's eyes.
Wealth is a goal in life in this country and no matter how much the
government or anybody else denies it, your social standing still plays a huge
part in life today. We need big houses, fancy cars and expensive potato chips
to live a fulfilling life. We need to wear jeans that cost sixty dollars for a brand
name tag instead of going to a thrift store and reusing what is already there.
But that is just how life and society works now, and always has. We are
taught to go with the norms and not question anything. But what happens if we
want to question things? What happens if we want to take the risk? Isn't it
worth it, just to make an impact on one life or enlighten one person, whether
yourself or another?

The American Dream in 2006
by Christoph Nowaczyk
We have come so far since 1776; we are now in the position to spread
freedom across the world, even if we have none of our own. Our delusions of
perfection have crawled into the psyche of the collective population, like a
parasitic abomination. Not only have we accepted the fate predestined by the
Gods of industry, now we have even begun to believe the propaganda by still
calling this atrocity a democracy. The terrifying realities are too much for us to
handle so we wrap ourselves in the comforting blankets oflies. The Bill of
Rights should be revised to fit the truth; we have the right to Life, if you can
afford insurance that can actually cover the cost of health care, Liberty, unless
you disagree with the politics of the puppets currently in control, and
Happiness, as long as it is the wealthy minority that remains in a state of
perpetual ecstasy. Am I the only one who sees the irony in rebelling against a
king only to replace him 230 years later with an entire committee of tyrants?
We once came together to the call of revolution in response to oppression, now
we pay for the privilege of being exploited. Congratulations America, not only
have you allowed yourself to be taken over by the fascists who run this country
from behind a boardroom, but you have smiled and thanked them for it. So
what is the answer to the paradox of an American democracy? First we open
our eyes to the truth, the next step is up to you, but what is for certain,
something must be done. Either stop calling yourself a democracy, or actually
become one!

Under Cover
by Meagan J. Martinez

He sat down next to me and I got uncomfortable. I never liked him all
that much. We've never seen eye to eye. I think I met him when I was sixteen.
He drove some beat-up blue pick up truck with a confederate flag taped to the
back window and mud splattered all over the side like nature's Pollock
painting. Something offensive was usually coming out of his mouth, and I
don't mean the smell of stale Budweiser. I mean something ignorant,
something hateful. I put him in the overflowing box in my mind marked
"Fools" that held so many people like him and cleaned up the putrid remnants
of idiocy that lingered behind. He would never step out of his bubble of
bigotry.
He got a shot of Jim Beam. He downed it without flinching, as if he
had been doing this since he was a toddler. He asked ifl wanted one, and I
told him "the usual". I thanked him for it, the taste of lime still slipping across
my tongue. We sat down at the table, stained with paintbrush stroke circles
where glasses had rested and ashes were smudged. He started talking about the
Marines, his tour in Bosnia and Iraq. I prepared myself for a one-sided
dialogue that would equal the national anthem in conviction. I thought that
maybe I should get another shot.
But then I listened, and I slowly reached into the box marked "Fools".
My mind transformed into a landscape, and I was a visitor. It was the
desert- barren, lifeless, choking, gritty. I saw soldiers, American soldiers,
crouched behind the remains of a building. Young, sweating, breathing hard,
poised, trained. In front of them is a tall building, and on top of that building is
a young boy- he looks to be about twelve or thirteen. He is holding an AK-47,
the coated black metal gleaming in the sun, sending out blinding stars of
confusion from its barrel. He throws his hands up in a sudden jerking
movement that makes the soldiers jump, makes one eye widen with fear while
the other remains pressed tightly to the sight, focused on their target ... but
cautious, dazed- twitching. The child is surrendering. The soldiers breathe a
sigh of relief, recognizing their mortality in one moment when time stopped
moving. The child climbs down from the building with callused, dirty feet. He
jumps down, puts his hands back above his head, one hand still holding the gun
that is half his size. He says, "I surrender" repeatedly like a memorized prayer.
Some of the soldiers remain in position, while some get up and walk over to
take the gun from the child.

The child puts his hands down and holds onto his only friend in this
moment of judgment. Soldiers are shot. A young child loses his grip ... dies.
Boys against boys, before they can become men.
He has to take the pills every night so that he can sleep. Many of his
friends have been killed, some that he personally trained, and he doesn't know
why. "For what?" is the question that he cannot grasp. A machine gunnerthat's what he was, and now he's feeling the kick right in his gut and his brain
over and over with no end to the clip of conscience. He lives in the unrelenting
past.
He disagrees with this war. He respects those that are different than
him, knows that there is no way to change the unwilling, explains that there are
fundamentalists everywhere that forgot the fundamental lesson of love. I tell
him that sometimes, I am afraid to say that I disagree with this war, this mess,
and our reasons. I see the conviction I missed before when he tells me, "you're
talking to a veteran Marine, and I say that questioning and disagreeing with
your country and its decisions is the most patriotic thing I can think of. The
people I fought couldn't do that, and that's why they are what they arebrainwashed. We're supposed to be fighting for their freedom. But they don't
want it, and I don't want my friends to die for it anymore. I constantly think
about their mothers, and the mothers of the people I killed." He pauses, spins
his glass around nervously, and says quietly, "This war changed me forever."!
take him out of the box marked "Fools". I put myself there for a while.
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Lyre ofTruth
By Joseph Pascale
A tempest brewed in the sky above a Victorian house with white siding.
Thunder rumbled in the sky and then the storm exploded down with a violent
mixture of water and light. At the top of the stairs and down the hall a girl with
shiny black hair stood in her room. In a blue flash her soft features could be
seen in the reflection of the window as her chestnut eyes watched the storm
outside. In that instant flash the shadow of a man could be seen behind her,
then only darkness.
She found him standing on the walkway in the front yard, a young man with
thick, wiry spikes of hair and a long black coat who was walking toward her.
She met him halfway and the monotonous tone of the rain was deafening,
especially lined with the occasional crack of thunder, while he spoke to her.
As the sky opened up to let out a bright flash of lightning, several winged
creatures appeared and flew down hovering above the heads of the girl and
boy. Two of them snatched up the girl and with the next bolt of vision the boy
could not see any of them. All he heard was the resonating thunder as his eyes
scanned the skies for any sign of them. His entire face quivered and his head
tipped back as he fell backward in the memories of time.

***
His long black coat billowed behind him as he zipped across the streets on his
motorcycle. The roads were slick from the storm that was moving overhead,
but he took the turns tight with no problem. His head was filled with thoughts
of the onyx-haired beauty he would soon be reunited with, but they were
quickly interrupted by the unseen cat in the road. He jerked his bike to the
right, saving the animal's life, but he lost control and the next thing he knew he
was struggling to stay conscious and he couldn't move with his bike pinning
him to a tree. As he struggled to push himself free he suddenly felt someone
giving him a hand. Forcefully he was pulled upright by what he realized was a
horrible monster with clumps of brown fur overtop painfully red skin. The boy
tried to get free of its grasp, but the creature dragged him into a fiery hole in
the ground that he didn't think had been there before.

***
"A black cat, you say?" the doctor said as he rubbed his chin and looked
beyond the boy.
The boy shifted himself, obviously uncomfortable to be seated on the floor of
a chilly cavern.
"It sounds to me like someone intervened in the incident," the doctor
continued, "I don't think you belong here. You haven't even lived the whole

twenty four years that I was allotted, and even then, I was aged when I received
those. No, you certainly should not be made to suffer in this way."
The young man looked up at the doctor with hopeful emerald eyes.
"Follow me," the doctor said as he rose, "I know the place where His minions
can leave to access the earth ... "

***
Her raven curls blew across her face as she leaned over the balcony and
peered at the ocean below. She was at the very top of a sandstone tower that
stood on the edge of a far away peninsula. The ocean waves lapped up at the
cliff, some even reaching the base of the tower. She imagined leaning all the
way over and plummeting to her death. Even if she missed the rocks and
landed in the ocean she figured she would still wake up in the abyss.
''No ... " she spoke softly as the word was carried away on gust of air. She did
not have the devotion to do that for him. After all, she barely knew him and
she hoped to accomplish many great things with her life. She would fmd
another way to escape.

***
The boy tried not to step on the doctor's dingy white cloak as he followed
behind him. Time seemed to move at an unbelievably slow rate in this place,
but even still, the boy felt like it was forever that they had been walking
through cavernous passageways that spiraled upward endlessly into more
caverns. He kept close to the doctor and tried to pay no mind to the other
residents of this place, but down this seemingly desolate tunnel a young woman
called out to the doctor. The boy saw she was lying down upon a broken
stalagmite and her ankle was bleeding incessantly, causing a crimson waterfall
to flow down to the ground.
"Are you dragging this boy to false hope and suffering?" the girl spoke, not
moving from her location. The boy could not see much of her face because her
arm was thrown across her eyes, but her voice sounded as though it were filled
with torment.
"Ah, my dear Eurydice," the doctor replied. "You of all people should have
hope for him to be successful in his quest."
"You should know better than to call me by my antiquated name," Eurydice
responded, "Especially in the presence of one so young."
"My mistake ... Anna ... " the doctor said. "But if you will excuse us, we'll be
on our way."
The woman said nothing more as they left. The boy crossed his arms in an
effort to keep from shivering. He felt like he should be drenched in sweat after
all this walking, but he only seemed to be getting colder. The boy hoped that
they would soon reach their destination.

***

Her raven curls spilled upon the white bed sheets as she rolled over once more,
unable to allow herself to be taken by slumber. Even at night with the lights
turned off the room seemed to be glowing. The room's sandstone walls were
decorated with many vases and ornaments that were colored in white and gold.
She found the room quite comfortable and it would not have even seemed like
a prison had she been able to go out beyond the balcony.
"I've had enough of being held captive by these contemptuous things that are
almost human," the girl softly whispered to herself. "The next chance I get,
I'm making my move. Hopefully they have become used to me complying and
will let their guard down."
She prepared herself and at dawn she stood ready by the door holding a large
decanter in both hands. She turned the thing over in her hands while she
waited there, it was white and appeared to be made out of clay, but she didn't
really care so long as it served her purpose. She could tell by the light spilling
in from the windows that it was now dawn and shortly after she heard the
sound of the door being unlocked. In walked a seraph carrying a tray of food.
She bashed the decanter over the back of its head and watched as the seraph
stumbled forward and fell to its knees. She didn't think it was unconscious, but
she could not worry about that right now, she grabbed one of the jagged shards
that had broken off and ran out into the hallway.
No one was in this hall and she quickly made it to the staircase at the end.
They spiraled down for about five floors and she tried to take the stairs two at a
time in her rush to get out of the tower. At the bottom she had to enter into
another hallway. This one was filled with seraphim, but most seemed rather
confused as she ran past them and did nothing. Unfortunately one of them
stood in the doorway at the other end and as she approached it tried to grab her.
She jabbed the clay shard into its abdomen when it got close and pushed its
wing out of her way so she could start down the next set of stairs.
These stairs were longer and she lost track of how many flights she went
down. Breathing heavy, she reached the bottom floor of the tower. The foyer
was huge with a very high ceiling reminiscent of a cathedral. Seraphim filled
this place going about whatever business it was they did and she ran through
mostly unnoticed. The front door was unlocked and she felt relieved that she
was outside of the tower. She didn't dare stop to catch her breath, however,
and she fled down the peninsula. It was a narrow passageway with a
iTeacherous fall to the sea on both sides of her. In between her breaths and the
crash of waves she could hear the sound of wings flapping through the sky
behind her.

***
"Well this is it, my boy, we made it," the doctor said. "We stand
before the only way out that bypasses Charon's domain. I shall make sure the
coast is clear, and then you run for it. If the information I have learned is
accurate, and the speculations I have made about your death are correct, then
you should be
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permitted back into the earth. Beware of those unnatural to your native realm,
for they will be drawn toward you and most likely attempt your expulsion."
The boy acknowledged the doctor's warnings and thanked him very much for
all of his help. At the doctor's signal, the boy ran down the passage and found
a pitch-black mouth which he needed to enter. As the darkness flowed over his
body it felt as though his bones were being ripped out of his corpse by some
sort of giant bone-magnet. The pain was excruciating but shortly subsided.
The beautiful music of a harp entered his ears as he sat up in a grassy knoll.
Had it been graced by the sun it would have been a gorgeous sight but clouds
hung overhead and cast it in a gray gloom. The boy looked at the musician
playing the harp as he stood up. His back was turned, but the blonde hair
spilling onto his shoulders was visible, as were his glossy blue clothes. The
musician stopped strumming and quickly turned around as the boy took a step
forward.
"That song ... " the boy said. "It was amazingly wonderful! I've never heard
something as nice."
The musician ignored this compliment. "Where did you come from?" he
asked the boy.
"You wouldn't believe me ifl told you," the young man replied. He turned
and looked behind him to see the sky. They were standing atop a mountain.
"You came from the underworld, didn't you?" the musician said excitedly.
"When I was expelled this is where I ended up as well!" The musician walked
over and examined the boy. He looked him up and down, but focused on his
face. "A revenant ... " he muttered to himself. The musician was rather
appalled looking at the pallid pallor of his face. "You're not like me. I went in
by my will and came out still human. But how did you escape? I never heard a
portal

open or anything of the sort; unfortunately I was facing the other way when
you arrived."
"Urn, I don't really know. A kind doctor led me to an exit. He said I would
be able to pass because I didn't belong there," the boy responded.
"Nor does she ... nor does she," the musician responded looking off into the
horizon. "Did you return to the earth for the girl you love?"
"Actually, yes. How did you- -" the boy was interrupted.
"Love has a power unlike the other emotions. I won't hold you here any
longer. Be successful in your quest. If you require anything all you need to do
is ask. Call me Edward," the musician said extending his hand.
They shook hands and the boy thanked him as he departed.

***
She couldn't quiet her breathing as she gasped loudly and leaned against the
side of a craggy mountain wall. She'd fled running at full speed for quite some
time and she hoped to have thrown off the seraphim by taking shelter in a maze
of cliffs and canyons. She knew she couldn't rest for long, because their ability
to fly put her at a huge disadvantage. She began to jog on her way, wary that
she was headed uphill because the creatures would have no problem finding
her at the summit. She glanced behind her at the misty gray skies overhead and
then sighed as she forged her way up the path.

***
The blackness in the night air was thick as drizzle swathed the city. The
boy's conscience tugged at him slightly for breaking into a dealership for the
motorcycle he now rode upon, but he assured himself that his situation called
for it and he would return it someday if he had the chance. This section of the
city was completely dark save for the streaked reflection of orange lights on the
street which were blasted apart as his bike cut through the puddles. He drove
into a tunnel which took him across the bridge to exit the city. The lights in the
tunnel created the effect of a strobe light as he weaved through the light traffic.

***
She found herself in a forest made up almost entirely of pine trees.
Where she was going or where she was, the young woman had no idea.
"Those people in the village spoke a different language!" she thought to
herself. "I have no idea where those wing'ed things have taken me ... I fear it
will be difficult to return to my home. " She was thankful to get some food and
water when she passed through the shops. Looking up at the thick canopy of
the forest the girl smiled because the seraphim would have difficulty seeing
her. Just then, something grabbed her from behind. It was a seraph holding
her with both arms and saying something about not hurting her. She ignored
this and produced a dirk from her

pocket, which she used to stab the creature in the leg. Breaking free, she
stabbed it multiple times and then slashed its defensive wing before fleeing into
the evergreens. She ran for as long as she could until exhaustion overwhelmed
her. "They've drawn such violence out ofme, " she reflected, "but I won't let
them take me back. "

***
After much research and travel, the boy cruised his motorcycle down a
Grecian peninsula. Parking it at the foot of a tower that stretched high into
the heavens, he dismounted and forced his way inside. The creatures were
flying around in the giant room- the creatures who took her away from
him.
"Where is she?!" the boy shouted at a seraph standing on the ground.
"What did you do with her?"
"It's the revenant," the creature said and seemingly out of nowhere one
of the mighty seraphim landed in front of the boy.
"You shouldn't have come here," it said, puffmg up its wings. "We
already got rid of you once. Stay in the abyss this time. She has a lot of
potential. She's not the kind of girl to mingle with the likes of you."
The boy's eyes were narrowed, his fists tightly balled, when suddenly
five pillars of frre appeared around them. Monsters emerged from the
flames; the same as the terrible monster which had taken the boy to the
underworld. Realizing the iniquitous alliance, the boy prepared for battle.
A battle which he would lose.

***
All her questioning had led her here, to a cave at the foot of a mountain.
Glancing up, she noticed the summit was obscured by mist and the dark
gray skies threatened to burst with rain at any moment. As she approached
the cavern's entrance she noticed a young man with blonde hair faintly
singing to himself. He looked up at her and studied her face for a moment
before speaking.
"I'm sorry to inform you that Charon doesn't dwell in there any longer.
It was sealed up and abandoned some time ago. Too many people knew

the location," the musician said.
"It figures ... " the girl replied as she brushed her black hair out of her
face.
"You're in luck that our paths crossed, however. I can get you inside to
be reunited with him," the musician said.

The girl looked puzzled but shrugged it off.
"I promised him that I'd help if I could," the man continued, "and this
would certainly be helpful. I've been cursed to this lonely realm as
punishment. I caused my love to die. I alone am responsible because of
my cowardice. I should have had the courage of warriors to rescue her. I
should had followed King Oedipus and plucked out my eyes if that's what
it would have taken to be reunited with my love!"
"I'm so sorry," the girl replied softly.
"But enough about my lamentable fate," the bard said. "You won't
suffer the same. I'm not allowed down there anymore- they don't even
come for me, but if they think it's you, they will." And with that he took
out his lyre and exploded into a mournful elegy which graced the girl's
ears with chords and notes that she had never before heard. As he
beautifully sang, birds began to gather overhead, droves of animals
emerged from the surrounding forest, and for a moment the clouds parted
and sunlight poured down.
At once the song ended and rain began to drench the earth. The
musician grabbed the girl in his right arm and took out a knife with his left
hand, which he used to slit his throat.
The girl was horrified as the blood streamed down. She jumped away
from him only to notice a pit of fire had opened up in front of her. Out of
the flames leapt the boy whom she had been searching for all of this time.
"Hah, I'm free! I've grown accustomed to the ebbs and flows of that
realm. They can no longer restrain me there. We're finally reunited, my
dear!" the boy said.
"But are you alright? You don't look so healthy," the girl asked as she
brushed his hair out of his face.
"I'm fine. Hey, thanks a lot, Edward," the boy said, looking beyond the
girl.
She turned to see the musician give a smile and a bow as he departed.
The wound in his throat was gone although his shirt was stained with
blood.
"Yes, I'm so glad we're together again," she said turning back to the
boy. "Now we can band together! I think the first order of business
should be getting revenge on those seraphim. I know that there are more
important matters to attend to - the world is in a sorry state -but we
should take care of them now so they're not a nuisance later."
"Huh? What are you talking about?" the boy replied. "Forget the
seraphim - forget this world! While we were apart I discovered a far
better realm for us to inhabit. A beautiful place where it's always nice and
there is never any trouble. No one to bother us, nothing to get in our way.
We'll be

